Bas-reliefs are a form of flattened artwork, part-way between 3D sculpture and 2D painting. Recent research has considered automatic bas-relief generation from 3D scenes. However, little work has addressed the generation of bas-reliefs from 2D images. In this paper, we propose a method to automatically generate bas-relief surfaces from frontal photographs of human faces, with potential applications to e.g. coinage and commemorative medals.
Introduction
corresponds to the expected appearance of the bas-relief. We then apply SFS 39 to this image to recover the shape of the bas-relief. This potentially allows 40 us to base our approach on high-quality hand-crafted bas-reliefs, rather than 41 algorithmically generated ones, as we now discuss.
42
Our overall framework has two components, shown in Figure 1 . First, 43 an offline process is used to learn the relationship between an image of a 44 3D human face and an image of a corresponding 3D bas-relief of that face.
45
This is done by taking one or more 3D face models, and processing them 46 using any existing bas-relief generation algorithm to produce corresponding 3D bas-reliefs. Each original 3D model and corresponding bas-relief are then 48 rendered to give 2D images, using one or more lighting conditions. A learning 49 algorithm is used to model the relationship between the pixel values in these 50 images. While here we use an existing 3D bas-relief generation algorithm 51 for simplicity, an alternative would be to learn the relationship using pho- and objects, including human faces, and we use it as a basis for our learning 97 process.
98
The above methods start with a depth-map of a 3D scene, and selectively 99 compress depths to create the bas-relief surface. Two recent papers [7, 8] 100 use images as input. A two-level (low frequency component and high fre-101 quency detail) approach is given in [8] to restore brick and stone reliefs from More pertinent to our work is [7] , which aims to create relief surfaces that pixel with not just one, but several, surface elements. Unfortunately, the 115 increased numbers of degrees of freedom also increases the sensitivity of the 116 generated bas-relief surfaces to changes in viewing direction and illumination.
117
An important observation that we have made is that images of real bas-118 reliefs, such as heads on coins, do not approximate images of the correspond-119 ing 3D objects (photographs of heads). Instead, they enhance the salient 120 features. Thus, we do not follow the aims of [7] , but instead try to make bas-121 relief surfaces with the same appearance as bas-reliefs created by an artist.
122
Trying to approximate an original photograph is an unrealistic goal given 
Mapping face images to face bas-relief images

145
As shown in Figure 1 , the first step of our framework is to learn the 146 relationship between a 2D frontal image (photograph) of a human face and 147 a 2D image of a corresponding bas-relief of the same face. The idea is that 148 if we know the mapping, we can generate bas-relief images from new input 149 face images without requiring corresponding 3D models.
150
Initially, we tried an alternative approach (with similar goals to [7] ): to 151 use the 2D frontal image as a basis for directly producing a relief using shape- in the subsequent steps of our process. Instead, then, we take a different 168 strategy, and learn the mapping by training a feedforward network.
169
For training, computer generated 2D frontal images of a 3D face model 170 and a corresponding 3D bas-relief model are produced, using the same ren-171 dering setup-the same reflectance model and lighting conditions. We make 172 use of this consistency of rendering during the shape from shading step. We 
Generating Bas-reliefs for Training
181
To learn the mapping from images of faces to images of bas-reliefs of 182 faces, we need corresponding pairs of images. Given one or more 3D face 183 models, we need to generate corresponding 3D bas reliefs. We do so using 
238
In our experiments, we used a 3D model of Julius Caesar and a corre- trained for up to 1000 epochs and to a mean-square error goal of 0. are coarsely aligned using the tip of the nose and the centers of the eyes.
280
The aligned bootstrap set is shown in Figure 5 . 5. Finding the Relief using Shape-from-shading
307
We now apply shape-from-shading (SFS) to each constructed relief im- 
where E(x, y) and n(x, y) are respectively the image intensity and the surface 315 normal at pixel location (x, y), s is the direction of the light source, and λ 316 balances intensity fidelity against surface smoothness. In practice, surfaces 317 recovered using this formulation are often over-smoothed.
318
Our SFS method improves upon this formulation in two ways. First, we 319 satisfy intensity closeness as a hard constraint using the method of Wor- 
This causes the surface normal at pixel (x, y) to lie on a cone whose axis is 333 in the light source direction s and whose opening angle is α = cos −1 E(x, y).
334
During each iteration of SFS, after updating the surface normals according to 
Regularization Constraint
339
Enforcing the regularizing constraint in Equation (2) during each iteration 340 of SFS can be done by updating the surface normals using 341 n (t+1) (x, y) = 1 4
where Ω(x, y) = {(x + 1, y), (x − 1, y), (x, y + 1), (x, y − 1)} is the local neigh- directions. Instead, surface normals are updated using
where W (i, j) is a normalized measure of the intensity similarity between 347 pixel (i, j) and the current pixel (x, y). It provides surface smoothness when ference between n (t) and n (t+1) is less than a predefined ξ) or a predefined Our variant of this approach replaces the weight W (i, j) in Equation (5) 354 with the saliency value at location (i, j). Thus, updated surface normals 
Experimental Results and Discussion
387
We now present various results obtained using our method. Various issues 388 should be considered when deciding if the results are satisfactory. The first 389 is whether the salient features are distinct and well-preserved, making the 390 face recognisable, and can be best assessed by visual inspection of the results.
391
The second is whether the geometry of the generated bas-relief is appropri- In the first experiment, we examine how varying the scaling factor l 401 in the saliency map calculation affects the amount of detail in the gener-402 ated bas-relief surfaces. Figure 10 shows bas-relief surfaces generated using able compromise seems to be l = 8, which we used in other experiments.
407
We note that real reliefs on coins often prefer smoothness of the relief at the 408 expense of fine detail.
409
In the second experiment, we assess the overall geometry of the generated 410 bas-relief surfaces, and their appearance under different lighting directions.
411 Figure 11 shows generated bas-relief surfaces using l = 8, together with 412 their height fields which help to reveal their overall geometry. We also give by taking facial albedo into account during SFS, at least for the lips.
428
Further results are shown in Figure 12 , using photographs captured un-429 der ambient (rather than directional) light. Figure 13 shows results from Finally, we applied our method to a photograph of a non-frontal face-438 see Figure 14 . The generated bas-relief surface reveals the general shape of method is likely to improve the results.
446
Our prototype implementation using MATLAB 7.9.0. Approximate com-447 putational times taken by each step of our method are shown in Table 7 , for 
465
We perform experiments using 2, 3, 5, and 10 bands, and compare the results
466
with using a single band (as described earlier). The generated bas-relief examples.
476
Figure 15: Bas-relief images (with 2 lighting directions) and surfaces generated using 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 saliency bands.
Secondly, in the surface combination step, we average the two surfaces difference between the two images and the mean value, i.e.
The top left image in Figure 16 illustrates this combination map. An alter-490 native, to avoid abrupt transitions is to use a weighted version M of M (see 491 the bottom left image in Figure 16 ):
The final bas-relief surface S is now produced from S 1 and S 2 using the 493 combination map:
494
S(x, y) = M * (x, y)S 1 (x, y) + (1 − M * (x, y)) S 2 (x, y),
where M * is either M or M . The middle column of Figure 16 shows the in Figure 16 shows the resulting bas-relief surface. Compared to the bas-relief 503 surface combined using simple averaging (the top right image in Figure 16 ), 504 the final bas-relief emphasises features more strongly, but is perhaps less 505 aesthetically pleasing as defects are also more obvious. This last approach is 506 also somewhat more computationally expensive. While we have already experimented with some variants of our approach,
515
there is clearly room for improvement, and we suggest a few avenues that 516 could improve our method further. In image relighting, the simple coarse 
